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The European NWP goes towards multi-layer land physics
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SURFEX 
ForceRestore

SURFEX 
DIF/ExplSnow/MEB

COSMO-TERRA ECMWF-ECLand

Soil 2 layers for 
temp, 3 for 
water 

14 layers to 12 m depth 
for temp, water levels 
defined by root depth

8 layers to 21.9 m 
depth

10 layers to 8 m 
depth

Snow Bulk 1 layer 12 layers SNOWPOLINO
25 layers

1-5 layers

Vegetation Composite 
veg/soil

1 layer canopy with expl 
energy balance + surface 
litter layer

2 layer canopy (leafs 
and trunk)

1 layer canopy for 
forest

Patches 1-MAXPATCH 
(19/20)

1-MAXPATCH (19/20) Hmhm, see no info 
on tiles/patches...

7 (including lake)



SURFEX DIF/ExplSnow/MEB in HARMONIE-AROME cy46h
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Lowest model level (currently 12.5m)  

Patch 2: forest (diffusion soil, explicit 
snow, MEB)

Patch 1: open land (diffusion soil, explicit snow, 
classical ISBA composite veg/soil)



The MetCoOp setup with new surface
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HARMONIE-AROME cy46h over the MetCoOp domain. Initial conditions and 
boundaries from ECMWF highres. 3 hours cycling. 48H forecasts at 00Z and 
12Z. Atmosphere with 3D-VAR.

SURFEXv8.1 for the surface with ECOCLIMAP Second Generation.
From last slide: 2 patches (forest and open land), Diffusion soil scheme (14 
layers), Explicit snow scheme (12 layers), Explicit canopy (MEB).

Surface analysis and assimilation:
 
● SODA Simplified EKF surface assimilation for the soil temperature and 

moisture from SYNOP T2m, Rh2m. Linearity check is applied each cycle.

● Snow update from SYNOP snow depth.

● Uses the pySurfex (instead of CANARI) environment by Trygve which 
includes titanlib and gridPP for SYNOP quality control and surface 
analysis, offline forcing preparation from AROME GRIB-files, Offline 
SURFEX perturbation runs needed for SEKF. 



The MetCoOp setup with new surface
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As reported before, a similar setup has been running over the 
AROME-Arctic domain since September 2019 so from there good 
experience is collected.

How about other domains? Here MetCoOp…

Evaluate currently four experiments/seasons on the ECMWF cca 
machine:

● Winter (February 2021)
● Spring (May 2021)
● Summer (July 2021)
● Autumn (October 2021)

They all run smoothly but issues are there…

The MetCoOp setup with new surface



Winter and spring: Issues with snow assimilation
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Representation of snow depth depending on patch and weighting:

open land
(patch 1)

forest
(patch 2)

land average
(i.e. area- weighted 
patch 1 & 2)

open-land or forest
(open land is used where 
it exist, otherwise forest)

Material by Trygve 
Aspelien

Note the sharp contrasts 
in snow depths

A small test 
domain 
(50x60) near 
Oslo

1) In principle open-land 
should correspond best to 
SYNOP obs but we need a 
continuous first-guess 
field for the analysis…

2) Is continuous 
and dominated by 
open-land

2) Is continuous 
and based on land 
average

Two alternatives:



Winter and spring: Issues with snow assimilation
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Snow depth, northern Scandinavia, 2022-02-14 06Z
AROME-Arctic preoperational with 
DIF+ExplSnow+MEB
Snow analysis uses first guess based on 
“open-land or forest” snow depth

MetCoOp operational with D95
Snow analysis uses first guess based 
on “land averaged” snow depth The AROME-Arctic snow 

depth looks realistic close 
to observations but 
suspiciously patchy.

The hypothesis is that the 
“open-land or forest” first 
guess leads to the 
patchiness problems…

Material by Mariken 
Homleid



Winter and spring: Issues with snow assimilation
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Material by Mariken 
Homleid

Snow depth in test setups after 1 month, northern Scandinavia, 2022-01-31 06Z

AROME-Arctic with DIF+ExplSnow+MEB
Snow analysis uses first guess based on 
“open-land or forest” snow depth

Test setup with DIF+ExplSnow+MEB
Snow analysis uses first guess based on 
“land averaged” snow depth … and yes, using “land 

averaged” snow depth 
gives more realistic snow 
distribution

But, a modified weighting 
of snow between patches 
in the assimilation might 
also help…



Summer: Issue with too small diurnal cycle 
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T2m mean diurnal cycle, Northern Germany (23 stations), 
July 16-24 2021 for Reference (Force Restore), New 
surface and observations.

The new surface diurnal cycle is underestimated.

Adrien Napoly has shown similar behaviour in evaluation 
of AROME-France with Diffusion scheme and showed 
that inclusion of the Mulch effect might help 
(CDIFSFCOND=MLCH in NAM_ISBAn).

Activating the Mulch effect decreases the thermal 
conductivity of the top 4 cm of the soil.



Spinup of diffusion soil scheme, a rain case study
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When we do HARMONIE-AROME sensitivity experiments we usually start from cold start (initial 
conditions from ECMWF/IFS highres) and run the system with some WARMUP_PERIOD of 
typically 14 days.

Is this good enough for the diffusion soil scheme, or too short? Considering that the soil 
column for temperature (energy) is 12 m deep distributed over 14 layers.

To bring some light, Åsmund Bakketun has done a sensitivity experiment where he compares 
model state and diagnostic variables connected to a precipitation event over south-west 
Scandinavia… 

1. shortly after cold start
2. after 6 days spinup
3. after 12 days spinup  



Spinup of diffusion soil scheme, a rain case study
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Soil Wetness Index (SWI) profiles at 
midnight before the rain event

Top 1 m soil wetness increases with 
longer spinup (appr. with 0.1 from  0 to 
12 days spinup) …

T2m validation of 12 days spinup 
(black) and 6 day spinup (red).

… but has no great impact on the T2m bias or RMSE.

Bias

RMSE

0 days
spinup
(IFS profile)

6 12

Time of 
event

Note, ECMWF/IFS goes from 4 to 10 soil layers in next version



Spinup of diffusion soil scheme, a rain case study
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24-hour accumulated precipitation 

0 days spinup12 days spinup 6 days spinup

Blue is little rain, red is more rain

Before the event this specific study 
does not give any large differences 
between 6 or 12 days T2m. But the 
event day both T2m bias and RSME 
are larger for 6 days. Precip also 
differ.

So, depending on what is the focus 
of the study one needs to be more or 
less careful with the spinup period, 
e.g. mean changes or specific 
events.

The standard 14 days are not so bad 
for mean state…



Surface data assimilation questions and comments
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Hvala lepa!

Thank you very much!

View from Paris-Ljubljana flight Sunday afternoon


